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What’s the connection?



Very few people would look for these in a 
museum in Brighton.

Answer



Royal Pavilion & Museums is…

• Royal Pavilion

• Preston Manor

• Brighton Museum

• Hove Museum

• Booth Museum of 
Natural History



We are a Victorian 
accident.

What do we look like 
when the bricks are taken 
away?

How do we make our 
digitised collections 
coherent, discoverable, 
and valuable? 

The problem?



An accidental journey in three stages

Thinking about the digitised object as…

1.Catalogue 
Record

3. Narrative 
Element

2.Shareable 
Asset



1. Catalogue Record (2004-)

Two drivers:
1. Make collections more accessible
2. Earn income



2. Shareable Asset (2011-)

Digital asset management system in parallel with catalogue
• Began as a commercial picture library…
• …now a shareable repository of digital ‘stuff’



Open Licensing (2015-)

Why?

• Paywall not commercially 
viable

• Indirect monetisation more 
effective

• Better supports mission

It also provided a purpose 
for the catalogue data.



Build profiled user journeys

Onsite teaching sessions link to tagged image 
collections.



Search engine friendly



Search engine friendly (a bit)



Access non-collection material

Most downloaded image is not from our collections



From record to asset

• Using a DAMS or open licensing 
is only part of a solution

• Shift from thinking about digital 
surrogates as representations of 
value to assets with inherent 
value

• Enables new ways of thinking 
about re-use

remixthemuseum.com



3. Narrative Element (2018-)

Digital Publishing programme 2018-22 is…

1. Audience focused 

1. Digitisation is not an extension of documentation

1. Focused on evergreen content

1. Shareable



Observation 1: blog vs catalogue

A blog post about an object will get approx 70x the views of 
a catalogue record
1. Better optimised for search engines
2. Stories beat data for engagement



Observation 2: browsing vs search

A search box is a doorway for some, a barrier to others



Observation 3: database vs narrative

‘… database and narrative are natural enemies. 
Competing for the same territory of human 
culture, each claims an exclusive right to make 
meaning out of the world.’

Lev Manovich, Language of New Media (2001)



Database vs Narrative: twin channels?



Tactic 1: develop publishing rhythm

brightonmuseums.org/insider



Content modelling



Tactic 1: does it work?

Blog post pageviews April-Dec 2018-19
(Insider launched Sep 2018)



Tactic 2: embed publishing early

queerlooks.brightonmuseums.org



Too early to tell...

Digital is still the expendable extra as budgets 
get tight.

May need more training in analytics and 
understanding online behaviours to embed.

Tactic 2: does it work?



Tactic 3: personal storytelling

Facebook Live at Preston Manor



Tactic 3: does it work?

Preston Manor has highest no. of visitors whose 
journey started on website (25% vs c10%)

Most popular blog post written in last five years 
was by member of front of house staff

Investigating further with Digital Fellow from 
One by One project



Tactic 4: micro-audience development

Brighton Past Facebook group coffee mornings



Tactic 4: does it work?

47% of traffic comes from social media, mostly 
Facebook and Pinterest.

This has nothing to do with RPM’s social media 
activity.

Digital Media Bank users April-Dec 2018



Tactic 4: does it work?

Why are people so interested in this view of back street 
Brighton?
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